
A COST-EFFECTIVE
OPTION FOR
ESTIMATING
The step to computer estimating is considerable for an
contractor so the familiar spreadsheet can be an excellent
technique for introducing electronic processing

I t’s been said that every successful
construction company has the abil-
ity to get work, do work and keep

score. Until recently, the use of com-
puters in construction has generally
been limited to the keep-score func-
tion, accounting. However, at the 1987
Computer and Management Show for
the Construction Industry in Chicago
the focus of many of the participants
was on using computers to get work
and do work for functions such as
marketing, scheduling, project man-
agement, contract administration and
estimating programs. In fact, com-
puterized estimating is one of the
fastest growing areas in construction
today. Any company intending to re-
main competitive in the future should
investigate this field.

A computerized estimating program
cannot replace an estimator. It is a tool
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the estimator uses to create more ac-
curate estimates in less time. The big-
gest advantage of an estimating pro-
gram is increased accuracy: the items
of work can serve as a checklist to en-
sure nothing is overlooked, extensions
and summaries are accurate, last-
minute items can be included with lit-
tle problem and extensions do not con-
tain round-off errors. Other advan-
tages include uniformity of prices and
productivity factors, the take-off
becoming a fast, repetitive process and
the ability of junior estimators to share
in the knowledge and experience of
senior estimators. On the other hand,
the disadvantages of computerized
estimating include, first and foremost,
the potential for bad prices and bad
productivity rates in the data base.
People tend to believe the results
generated from a computer are fault-
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. . . you can introduce your estimators to computers in a
cost-effective way using a personal computer and a

spreadsheet program . . . they will begin to find things that
it won�t do and identify additional features that they need

the estimate.

less, and this can be disastrous. Errors
can be multiplied, and a lot of work
lost (or perhaps worse, won below
cost) before the problem is identified.
Second, estimators relying too heavily
on the computer can fail to recognize
unique conditions or areas where some
creativity could increase profitability.
Everyone using computers needs to
understand that computers cannot
think, and they are most effective
when the tasks they perform are
repetitive. Estimators must still exer-
cise their judgment, and management
must still review and understand the
basis for all costs and assumptions in

Companies that have automated
their accounting function know that

“My estimators have never used a

the costs of a computer system include
the computer (hardware), the pro-
grams (software) and the costs to im-
plement the system. The time spent in
implementing the system alone can
total well over half of the total cost.
One of the best ways to ensure that all
these costs result in a quality system is
to invest time up front to define your
needs, identify the functions you want
in a system and understand the advan-
tages and disadvantages of automa-
tion. While talking about this to an
electrical contractor recently, he said,

computer, let alone an estimating
system. How can they help me define
needs and identify functions we need
when they don’t understand computers
or estimating programs?” The answer,
of course, is they can’t. But you can
introduce your estimators to compu-
ters in a cost-effective way using a per-
sonal computer and a spreadsheet pro
gram. Once they see what it can do for
them, they will begin to find things
that it won’t do and identify additional
features that they need. More impor-
tantly, they will be enthusiastic about
the potential for computerization and
participate actively in the entire selec-
tion and implementation process.
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Spreadsheet programs replace the
pencils, the calculators and the paper.
They are general purpose programs,
and they can be used to create in-
dividual spreadsheets tailored to an ap-
plication such as estimating. They can
also act as a data base for information
you want to store and retrieve. If you
use both the data base feature and/or
the tailored spreadsheet feature, you
will be able to automate a large por-
tion of the calculations the estimators
now compute manually. Before explor-
ing the possible configurations for a
spreadsheet estimate, you need to have
a basic idea of how spreadsheets work.
The spreadsheet is a computerized ver-
sion of the accountant’s columnar pad.
In each box, called a cell, you can enter
a heading (label), a value or a formula.
You create a matrix that accepts values
in certain cells and performs calcula-
tions on those values, with the results
being entered into other cells. You have
a wide variety of additional features,
such as statistical or logical functions,
graphics, printing capabilities and the
ability to search specific areas of the
spreadsheet for a value. The documen-
tation for your spreadsheet program
will explain the specific capabilities of
your software. You can build complex
spreadsheets which are extremely
powerful, but even the simple spread-
sheets discussed here can increase the
quality and quantity of work being
accomplished by your estimators.

The spreadsheet
is a computerized
version of the
accountant�s
columnar pad.

One of the most basic spreadsheets
for building an estimate is a spread-
sheet that contains the items of work
your estimators use, as well as a unit
of measure, a unit price, a column to
record a quantity from takeoff and a
total cost column. In this spreadsheet,
the estimator enters quantities for the
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items from the takeoff at the top and
deletes rows containing items not be-
ing used in the current estimate. When
the quantity is entered, it is multiplied
by the unit price, and the result ap-
pears in the total cost column. At the
bottom of the estimate, the sum of the
total cost column is computed. This
spreadsheet eliminates manual com-
putation of item total costs and the
estimate total cost.

Several revisions and refinements to
the basic spreadsheet can be made,
depending on your needs. First, col-
umns can be added to reflect the unit
cost for material, labor, subcontracts,
equipment and other. These are
summed in the total cost column for
each item and summed at the bottom
of each column to give you total cost
by cost type, as well as the total for
the estimate. Major division codes can
be added that will sum the cost types
by division (finishes) or by subdivision
(wallcovering). A macro command
(see the figure) can be created to delete
the rows not needed with a single
keystroke, or a more powerful macro

can delete all rows with blank quan-
tities once the estimator has entered all
the quantities for the estimate.

If the total number of items of work
in your company greatly exceeds the
number of items contained in any one
estimate, and it would take too long
for your estimator to scroll through the
entire list of items of work, you have
two basic choices. The easiest option
would he to create several spread-
sheets, each containing items related to
specific structures or functions that
you use repeatedly in your work. For
instance, if you build exterior walls,
interior walls, interior finishes and
interior ceilings, you could create a
spreadsheet for each area and combine
them any way you want for a specific
estimate. The problem with multiple
spreadsheets is that they will probably
contain some overlapping items, such
as #8 common nails. In this case, you
have to ensure that if the cost of nails
goes up, the cost is updated in all
spreadsheets.

A second, more complicated—but
more efficient, method would be to use



WHAT IS A MACRO?

one large spreadsheet for all items and
create a macro command allowing
your estimator to enter an item
number in a data entry area, search the
spreadsheet for them and place the
cursor in the quantity cell for that time.
Once the quantity is entered, the
estimator returns to the data entry area
to enter another item number. Of
course, all calculations would be made,
and a second macro command would
delete all unused items in the estimate.

A good spreadsheet programmer
can make many additional features
available, including menus, error-
checking and printing macros. Spread-
sheet estimates for standard structures
can be built and saved. Then the
estimator can retrieve the estimate,
make required changes and print a new
estimate. However, the range of
features available on commercial
estimating programs cannot be easily
duplicated in a spreadsheet, and the

prices of these programs are very com-
petitive. I suggest that you keep the
features in your spreadsheet to a
minimum, perhaps even requiring your
estimators to do some manual data
manipulation and data processing to
complete the estimate. Remember, the
objective is to introduce the estimator
to the computer and then identify ad-
ditional features that would be useful.
A little data manipulation, as well as
some small frustrations, should speed
up the process considerably! And,
while a spreadsheet may be sufficient
for some organizations, most construc-
tion firms will benefit more from a
commercial estimating program. Use
the spreadsheet to bridge the com-
puter-literacy gap in your company—
then use the knowledge gained to select
the estimating software that provides
you and your estimators with the
features and functions you need to
meet the competition—and beat them.

A macro is simply a small program
that stores a series of commands
in a spreadsheet. One command
can be used to invoke a series
of normal commands, text or
numbers that have been grouped
together and given a name. For
example, in a Lotus l-2-3 spread-
sheet you can save the five
keystrokes used to delete a row,
name them “D” and invoke them
by entering the single command
“D.” This saves you about three
keystrokes each time you delete a
row. Anything that can be done in
a spreadsheet at the keyboard can
be compiled into a keyboard
macro command. Many spread-
sheet programs now support a
command language that gives you
much more power over process-
ing data within the spreadsheet.
Your software information contains
further information regarding
macros.
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